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We have included a comprehensive Treasury comment in the Police joint Minister’s paper on the firearm buy-back 
scheme. 
 
In summary: 

• we support the payment option outlined in recommendation g) d - KPMG’s detailed pricing catalogue, with a 
three-tiered discount based on an assessment of condition of the firearm - we consider this option best balances 
the various key criteria/factors in the scheme design (KPMG estimate the mid-case weighted average cost of this 
option at $131 million) 

• should Ministers consider that this option does not balance key criteria/factors sufficiently, we recommend 
adjusting the payment levels to reflect this (consistent with the KPMG advice, recommendation h) recommends 
payment levels of 95% for near new, 70% for used and 25% for poor) - the basis for adjusting these 
recommendations would be that  

 KMPG’s assumption that firearms do not depreciate significantly does not reflect normal market 
characteristics, and  

 the condition of returned firearms should be factored into price (KPMG’s pricing catalogue assumes 
good/excellent condition for all firearm models except .22 and less collectible shotguns) 

• a key risk factor in the cost of the scheme, which also presents gaming and arbitrage opportunities for firearm 
owners, is the extent that accessories/parts are included in the buy-back – Ministers have previously agreed to 
include all prohibited parts and recommendation i) proposes parts are paid for at 70% of the price catalogue 
developed by KPMG - Treasury recommends restricting the buy-back to just high-capacity magazines or applying 
a higher discount to accessories/parts (e.g. 50%) 

• we support a payment being made towards the cost of permanently modifying prohibited firearms (capped at 
$300) so that they become legal - this will reduce the number of firearms included in the buy-back 
(recommendation j) 

• we support recommendation k) b – if a firearm can be modified but the owner chooses not to do so, 
compensation is capped at the modification cost 

• Ministers will need to consider the approach to high-value items and the paper comments that some prohibited 
firearms may be valued between $20,000 and $100,000 – the paper recommends an exceptions regime 
(recommendations l and n) but is not clear on the likely cost of the regime 

• we are comfortable with the approach to dealer compensation (recommendations p – z) and support 
recommendation w) c for the pricing approach, and 

• we are comfortable with paying a small administration fee to dealers and support a $50 fee (recommendation 
bb) b - estimated cost $6.22 million) but we note that there are questions about the practicality of using dealers 
to collect firearms if the option chosen includes a condition assessment.              
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The table below outlines our understanding of the estimated costs of the proposals, recognising there still continues 
to be significant uncertainty about the volumess and some costs are dependent on final decisions taken by 
Ministers. The costs exclude modification costs – Police have not estimated associated costs but as modification 
would reduce the number of firearms surrender, the cost is captured in the firearms cost range.  
 
The mid-case estimated costs of the proposals are between $153 million to $208 million, depending on the 
approach taken to parts.   
 

Estimated Buy-back Costs ($m) Best 
Case 

Mid 
Case

Worst 
Case  Source 

Firearms buyback 75 131 233  KPMG's weighted average estimate of three tier 
condition discount 

Dealer compensation 3 6 9  Police's estimate of likely costs 

All prohibited parts/accessories 31 65 99  
Police's April estimate of likely costs - we expect 
the costs would be lower if the Police 
recommended approach to parts was taken 

High-capacity magazines only 2 10 17  Police's estimate of likely costs 
Administration fee 6 6 6  Police's estimate of likely costs 

Total buy-back cost:  
All prohibited parts/accessories 115 208 347
High-capacity magazines only 86 153 265

  
During the discussion the Minister may wish to seek clarification on the following points: 

• the definition of a prohibited part and what is included and excluded 

• how Police’s current recommendation on parts would change its initial cost estimate of including all prohibited 
parts 

• expectations about volumes and costs associated with an exceptions regime for high-value firearms 

• whether compensation would be offered under the exceptions scheme for rare/antique items that would 
quality for a collector’s exemption, and 

• the feasibility of using dealers as collection agents if it requires making an assessment of condition, and how the 
integrity of the buyback would be assured. 
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